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Inventory compilers should consider the following questions:
• land use category classification scheme 

• definition of land-use classes and consistent application of category definitions between time periods;
• breakdowns/stratification (classification used can identify all relevant activities),
• data acquisition methods are reliable, well documented methodologically, timely, at an appropriate 

scale, and from reliable source, ability to assist in implementation of forest definition chosen;
• sum of the areas in the land classification databases is consistent with the total national area, given the 

level of data uncertainty.
• spatial resolution (typically 1km nominally);
• classification accuracy and errors in geo-referencing, results of accuracy tests;
• assess the need for inter/extrapolation for the gap time periods;
• if needed, harmonize definitions between the existing independent databases and also 

with the land-use categories to minimize gaps and overlaps;
• Consistency with National Forest Inventory information/databases

• Some of you are involved in data processing, data check and some 
validate the inventory, or explain differences by national statistics



Spatial resolution of satellite images

Images resolutions (indicative ?):
• 10 m: e.g. Sentinel-2 red, green, blue bands
• 15 m: e.g. Landsat 7 & 8 panchromatic band
• 20 m: e.g. Sentinel-2 bands 5, 6, 7, 8a, 11, and 12
• 30 m: e.g. Landsat 4–5 TM bands (excl. thermal)
• 60 m: e.g. Sentinel-2 bands 1, 9, and 10, Landsat 1–5
• 100 m: e.g. Landsat 8 Thermal infrared bands
• 120 m: e.g. Landsat 4–5 thermal band
• 250 m: e.g. MODIS bands 1 and 2

(*) https://medium.com/@anttilip/comparison-of-spatial-resolutions-in-satellite-images-3185963a2e96



Figure 4a. Landsat Thematic Mapper bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 7 for a small region of the Stanislaus National Forest 
in the northern Sierra Nevada Mountains in California. 
Pixel spectral values are extracted for three classes to 
produce the spectral signatures seen in Figure 3b below. 
The three classes, indicated by the small colored 
polygons are: Aqua = Water; Orange = Rock; Green = 
Vegetation.

Figure 4b. Spectra for the three classes identified above. 
Note the elevated values for the blue band. These are 
most likely higher than surface values would be due to 
increased scattering from atmospheric haze. The image 
on the right is an enlarged version of the area shown 
above. It is displayed as a 741 color composite, with a 
gaussian stretch applied to each band.

https://www.unc.edu/~aaronm/RSCC/FIG4.html



*(almost) annual sequence of data on land use
Step 1> selecting highest quality cloud free pixels acquired available;
Step 2> mosaicking aggregates images into the map tiles, removing 
overlaps and optimising cloud removal;
Step 3> thresholding compares each image pixel to a reference (i.e. 
represent forest and non-forest conditions);
Step 4> attribution uses a combination of automation and visual 
inspection of the image sequence to determine the cause of land 
cover change and determine subsequent/existing land use;

Australia’ sequence of processing stages of satellite 
data (as of NIR 2018)



Australia’s core land use tracking method (NIR2018)

Pixel by pixel (25x25m)

Randomly allocates date of 
clearing between the two 
dates of satellite images

Site, climate, management and 
initial assumed biomass data for 
that pixel from a series of spatial 
grids and databases



Australia’ satellite data (as of NIR 2018)

• Landsat images from 1972 to 2017;
• Processing targets maximum temporal resolution immediately 

before and after 1990 and for the period from 2004 onwards to 
maximise accurate detection of trends in land cover change over time



Brahmaputra river 10 m resolution Brahmaputra river 250 m resolutionBrahmaputra river 100 m resolution

https://medium.com/@anttilip/comparison-of-spatial-
resolutions-in-satellite-images-3185963a2e96



* three sampling moments in time 1990, 2008 and 2012

LUCAS gateway database “Land Use and Carbon Analysis System” - provide a transparent 
system for data storage and carbon calculations, its main features: 

a) collection of plots and spatial data
b) streamlined production chain executing analysis at high temporal frequency; moving 
towards near real-time monitoring of natural hazards and unplanned activities 

System provides:
• calculation of carbon stocks, emissions and removals per hectare for land uses and carbon 

pools
• calculation of emissions from biomass burning on any type of land category
• produce LULUCF sector reporting under the Convention and the Kyoto Protocol 
• archiving. 

New Zealand’ sequence of processing stages of 
satellite data (as of NIR 2018)



NZ report on LUCAS: Satellite imagery 
interpretation guide for land-use classes (2012)
“extensive use of satellite imagery and some aerial photography, along with 
other spatial layers and datasets”

Practice_5. LUC in 
NZ’s LUCAS

Practice_6. Proposed 
LUC in Turkey
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